TOP-RATED CHAPTER OR FORUM EXPERIENCE!

Many YPO members wonder how to engage employees and create a high-performing team, while at the same time maintaining balance and happiness in their own lives. We understand how hard it is to lead a team, a business, or even your own life. That is why after four decades of research, we have identified what great leaders and high-performers do to accomplish extraordinary results! More than 100 YPO led businesses have finally found something they can use to create sustainable success in their organization.

This powerful, time-tested chapter or forum experience provides solutions to help you engage employees, create alignment, and flawlessly execute at the highest level in your business and personal life.

Here are just a few comments from members:
“Best event I’ve attended in years! Huge take-home value for me, my family, and my business!”
“This was so impactful, I’ve scheduled BYB to train my leadership team and employees. Great event!”
“I wish every chapter and forum could experience this resource. Truly an incredible experience.”

Key Take Aways:

- Discover what sets apart high-performing teams and leaders from everyone else!
- Develop what less than 1% of members or employees have - a clear, compelling vision!
- Learn how to create specific, actionable goals in your personal life and organization.
- Powerful tools and processes that will help you, your family, and your organization flawlessly execute at the highest level.
- Discover a powerful process to prioritize your time and stay focused on what matters most.
- Create a Strategic Rhythm to engage your employees and significantly increase their productivity.
- Focus on specific success habits that will help you have balance, peace, and happiness in your personal life.
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